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New initiative in CR – information for discussion

New internet application

Web page for controls/market surveillance
Basic principles –

- Reduce pressure and bother on entrepreneurs (esp. SMS)
- Share of information (entrepreneurs x market surveillance authorities)
- Better preparation of controls = shorter duration of controls
- Better use of capacities of MS institutions
Required parameters:

- max. 5 controls per year /1 company
- min. 2 months between controls /1 company
- Plan of scheduled controls available on line (not for unannounced controls)
- max. 5 days difference between scheduled date and real control day
- MS authorities will share documents and control reports
2 variants of solution:

1 broad/complete version – all ministries
2 limited version – Ministry of Industry and Trade
Broad/complete version

• Contain all MS authorities = 44 bodies
• 12 (out of 14) ministries
• 196 legal regulations (acts, government regulations, decrees, EU regulations directly applicable,...)
• Realisation expected in 2.5 years (2019 –2020-30.6.2021)
• Include all (44) MS authorities and all relevant ministries (12) in the project
• Change/changes in legislation
• Budget for building of Internet application + budget for keeping the application in service
• Selection of responsible ministry
Limited version – Ministry of Industry and Trade
• Only for MS authorities subordinated to MIT = 7 bodies:
  • State energetic inspection
  • Czech Trade Inspection
  • Czech Office for testing of arms and ammunition
  • Czech Office for Standards, Metrology and Testing
  • Trade Licensing Office
  • Assay office
  • Ministry of Industry and Trade
Limited version – Ministry of Industry and Trade

- Limited number of MS authorities included
- Shorter period of realisation
- Limited budgeted requirements
- Quick application – decision of the ministry/minister
- „only“ 46 legal regulations applicable
- Better control over smaller project
- Limited requirements on entrepreneurs
Involvement of Entrepreneurs into the projects:

- Entrepreneurs
  - can see the plan of controls – be prepared
  - Can upload documents which will be subject of control (MS bodies can be better prepared for control...)
  - ??? Will be obliged to use the control web application (by law???)???
WG for realisation of the project

- Established in November 2018
- 2 meetings
- Participants – industry/entrepreneurs unions, Office of the government, Parliament members....
- Outputs:
  - Decision = limited version – Ministry of Industry and Trade
  - Participation is not obligatory for entrepreneurs
  - Anonymous inputs/denunciations
Questions:

- Is it reasonable to create such a web application
- Can it work as expected
- Can it help
  - to entrepreneurs = to reduce the time and capacities spent in controls
  - To MS authorities = to better use of capacities available (budgetary institutions, limits in staff, ...)
- Is the pressure on entrepreneurs (esp. SMEs) appropriate with results – generally
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